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Chancellor Stanley F. Battle talks
candidly about everything from his
timeat Coppin State, his hobbies
and his first impressions of the
Aggie community. PAGE 2
BvTANISHA FORDHAM
CONTRIBUTOR
SUDANESE URGED
TO HELP DARFUR
United'Nations officials have been
urging the Sudanese people to
move on with peace talks in the
conflict torn area. PAGE 5
IS GREEKLIFE
ANOTHER GANG?
A Florida A&M studentexamines
the differencesbetween joining a
Greek letter organization and join-
ing a gang. PAGE 6
Johnson was diagnosed
with a rare form of dwarfism
when she was young, howev-
er, thatnever stopped her from
achieving any of her goals.
Johnson graduated from high
school with a 4.0 average, and
intends to attend law school
upon graduation from A&T
State University.
Johnson, who is only two
feet and some change, has
huge dreams for her future.
"When I have my heart set on
something, then I'm going to
do it," Johnson told CBS cor-
respondents.
A&T's own, Monique
Johnson, "proved that size
isn't everything," by winning
CBS's Assignment America
challenge.
Although there have been
people in Johnson's life who
have worried about her safety
and well being, Johnson has
her eyes set on the prize, and
we mayknow herbest one day
as Judge Monique Johnson.
After receiving the highest
number of votes for the As-
signment America competi-
tion, CBS will help Johnson
with her college fees. This
has proved to be yet another
accomplishment under John-
son's belt.
Johnson sells some of her
art work to help aide in the
financial requirements of col-
lege. Johnson's largest ambi-
tion is to become a judge, and
by listening to her. inspiring
story, it is clear that Johnson,
with the help ofcaring others,
makes all ofher dreams come
true.
DRESSING FOR
SUCCESS
The clothes don't make the man
but they definitelymake the image
people have of you in a profes-
sional setting. PAGE 7
Bin Laden family has no
financial ties with Osama
ByLARRY NEUMEISTER
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITERINTRODUCING
TIFFANY EVANS
Singer, actress and Ciara protege,
TiffanyEvans stops through the
Boro to talk about her seemingly
overnight success. PAGE 8
DAVID FINALLY
BEATS GOLIATH
By MALCOLM S.EUSTACHE
SPORTS EDITOR
Campus News
National News
Opinion
Business
Arts & Life
Sports
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WINSTON-SALEM STATE FANS celebrate afterthe Rams first touchdown Saturday. WSSU
dominated thegamefrom theverybeginning enroute to their28-7victory in theBattle of 1-40.
The Aggies didshowsigns thatlast year's 0-11 season won'thappen again.
Winston's defense held A&T
to 2 straight 3-yard drives in the
first quarter. Led by linebacker
Thadeus Griffin's 10tackles and
2 interceptions, the Rams de-
It would prove to be a costly
error, as the Rams did not hesi-
tate to capitalize on their ex-
cellent field position and score
quickly.
The second possession, how-
ever, would be the beginning of
a long evening for starting quar-
terback Herbert Miller, who
would throw his first ofthree in-
terceptions on the night midway
through the first quarter.
According to Miller, that is
when the momentum that the
Aggies may have had took a
turn.
We are a better defense. There is
no [doubt] about that. We were
more active tonight, and we
gave the team a chartce to win
tonight. We just have to seal the
deal next time."
In front of a full house that
boasted a significant blue and
gold presence, the Aggies came
out of the gate fast, forcing
a quick three-and-out on the
Rams' first possession and gain-
ing 15 yards on their first play
from scrimmage by running
back Michael Ferguson.
The defense, which was the
most obvious of the program's
improvements and a majorfocus
during the off-season, showed
immediate improvement forc-
ing two straight three-and-outs.
Second year linebacker An-
dre Thornton picked up on his
Rookie of the Year momentum
from last year, compiling 12
tackles, including 3 for losses.
"I liked ouraggression," said
Thornton. "We had 11 hats on
the ball. If they got a first down,
we didn't lolly-gag down the
field. We all ran down the field.
men of WSSU controlled the
flow ofthe game, however, did
not hint as to howsoon thatwin
may come.
"I don't worry about theloss-
es because I can't worry about
the losses," said Offensive Line-
man and Winston-Salem native
Tim Bess. "I'm just gonna keep
working hard as a player and
we're just gonna keep working
hard as a team. The wins are
gonna come real soon."
The manner in which the
The Aggie football team
and fans alike, who have been
hungry for a win for quite some
time, exited Bowman Gray Sta-
dium on another empty stomach
and a feeling that has become
all too familiar- losing.
The Winston-Salem State
University Rams scored at the
6:02 mark of the first quarter
and did not look back on their
way to a convincing 28-7 vic-
tory. The game marked the 17th
straight that A&T has appeared
in the "L" column dating back
to October 2005.
Responding in federal court
to lawsuits over the attacks,
the lawyers wrote that in 1993,
the terrorist mastermind was
forced out as a shareholder
in two companies his family
NEW YORK(AP) —The Saudi
Binladin Group is not liable
for the Sept. 11 attacks, attor-
neys for the multinational en-
gineering firm claim, because
it made Osama bin Laden sur-
render his stake in the compa-
ny 14 years ago. Ajudge in July had ordered
Saudi Binladin Group to pro-
vide additional -information
about where the money for
Osama bin Laden's 2 percent
stake in the company went.
In the Friday filing, law-
yers for Saudi Binladin Group
said Bakr Binladin publicly
renounced Osama bin Laden
in a statement released to the
media inFebruary 1994.
Two months later, the Saudi
government revoked Osama
bin Laden's citizenship and
froze his assets, the lawyers
noted.
als worldwide, provided mate-
rial support and assistance to
al-Qaida prior to the attacks.
The plaintiffs contend Bakr
Binladin, Osama bin Laden's
brother, the senior member of
the Binladin family and chair-
man ofSaudi Binladin Group,
was one of al-Qaida's. princi-
pal financiers.
owns
The company filed the de-
fense papers late Friday in
U.S. District Court in answer
to claims brought by represen-
tatives, survivors and insur-
ance carriers ofthe victims.
The plaintiffs, who seek
billions of dollars in damag-
es, allege the Saudi Binladin
Group, along with numerous
banks, charities and individu-
Appalachian State went into the
Big House and beat Michigan 32
34 on Saturday and making
history in the process. PAGE 11
PHOTOBY EVANS CAGLAGE • DALLAS MORNING NEWS
Aggies drop Battle
SEE BIN LADEN ON PAGE 5
of 1-40,28-7
Failing in Iraq
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WHEN KEEPING IT
REAL GOES RIGHT
Aggie shines on national television
Big things come
in small packages
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STANLEY BATTLE spoke candidly with members ofThe A&T Register about
everything from the state ofthe university to his musical interest. Here's some
ofthe interesting things to come out ofthat interview.
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WithA&T's football teamhe
would love for them to win like
anyone else but as long as they
play to the best oftheir ability,
he couldn't ask for anything
Although he stresses aca-
demic progress from all ath-
letes, he still wouldn't mind a
win here or there
"Athletes are no different
than anybody else," he said.
Being involved actively in a
sport should not be a crutch for
their performance in the class-
room.
Battle who was once an
athlete in his college days also
made an emphasis on the stan-
dards ofstudent athletes by not
giving them any special treat-
ment.
comes to students he prefers
the ones who actually put seri-
ous thought into their academic
careers. The academic progress
of the students is a reflection
ofthe school. Higher standards
equal an improved quality ofthe
campus,
- Is afraid ofwater,will not go neara swimming pool
-He bumps LutherVandross and Roberta Flack on the way to work
-Thinks sleeping is over-rated, a definite morningpercon- Loves classical music-An accomplished operasinger
-Runs three to four miles whenever he has the chance
-Claimed to be the "stupid twin" when growing up-Has a wifewhosea lawyerand a daughterwhorecently graduated from
Columbia University with a degree in journalism.
-Nota fan of drinking and loves God.
He wants to bring in students
who want to excel in school and
are prepared to do the work that
is necessary to get there. Apply-
ing this method will guarantee
an improvement in graduation
In the past, A&T has let
students in with SAT scores of
550 and GPAs of 1.4. With that
came a good number ofstudents
who would drop out, not gradu-
ate on time or would justnot do
the work.
Battle has an understanding
ofthe quality vs. quantity ofthe
school and his main focus is the
quality. Students are his number
one priority and he will help
them until it hurts when it comes
to the improvement oftheir edu-
cation and environment.
He is aggressively put-
ting that state of thinking into
place for the fall semester of
2008. Academic standards that
were set previously before will
no longer apply.
Being a modest man with
character and charisma, Battle
is not one to think that he can
do everything on his own. When
help is needed he will not hesi-
tate to ask. Even when it comes
to "his" goals for A&T, he will
simply correct you and say it's
"our" goals.
this university has to uphold.
He stated that anything anyone
does that is affiliated with the
school will be printed.
To Battle that could be plus
or a minus to the quality of
A&T, whichhelps motivate him
even more to follow through
with goals for bettering this in-
stitution.
that it helps provide a founda-
tion and culture thatcomes from
the church. He also explains
how having these schools gives
people like him some sense of
control over the institution. Be-
ing apart of an HBCU also re-
lates to students who are com-
ing from the hip hop generation
and other urban communities.
Black institutions create a base
for black students thatwill help
them learn howto deal with the
"real world" when they gradu-
tional copies may be picked up the newsroom
for50C.
The A&T Register is published everyWednesday
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at North Carolina A&T State University. One copy
is available free of charge to all readers. Addi-
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j
more?
Moreover the chancellor has
special plans in store for the
youth in Greensboro.
Being a good friend ofBill
Cosby, Battle plans to work
with him in the future on build-
ing a program for urban chil-
dren in the Greensboro commu-
nity. This will help the children
become stronger students aca-
demically which will eventually
mold them intobecoming future
Aggies
tle's agenda ofbettering A&T?
So what else is listed on Bat-
Battle is afirm believer inthe
relevance ofan HBCU. He feels
staffis one.
Throughout his time here,
he has witnessed some biology
labs that needed improvement
along with engineering labs as
well. He also recognizes the im-
portance of supporting the staff
and the upward mobility.
The condition of academic de-
m the recognition of
Battle does not want to ex-
clude anybody, but when it
Ifa student does meet the past
academic standards, all hope for
them is not lost. They can attend
a community college to help get
theiracademics straightened out
and when they have completed
their two years, A&T will be
ready for them with open arms.With that in mind, he under-
stands the importance of the
morale and academic standards
"When thecloset is openyou
have to clean it up," he said.
Auditproblems have been the
popular talk'around Greensboro
and a featured topic in the city
newspapers of North Carolina.
So how does he feel about A&T
making the front page news? He
simply responded by saying, "it
sells papers."
The stories of fraud and au-
dit issues have been told time
and time again. Battle has been
workingwith the general admis-
sion and auditors since his first
day on the clock. He explains
that the school knows what to
do to handle it and is fixing it as
we speak.
Not only has becoming the
new chancellor given him the
opportunity to inherit the good
in A&T, but it has also caused
him to inherit the not so good as
well.
Hearing about the Greens-
boro Four and other historic
events at A&T made him feel
honored to be apart ofthe Aggie
family.
"People died on this campus
so you can go school," Battle
said.
To him, A&T has a warm
greeting. People in the institu-
tion will help and support each
other. He also admires the great
deal of history the school and
the city ofGreensboro alone has
to offer.
Chancellor Battle keeps it
real with his responses to being
the new leader of North Caro-
linaA&T State University.
The first time he heard that
he had been nominated for the
job at A&T, he described his
thoughts as being top notch,
magical and the end ofhisreign
at his former institution, Coppin
State University.
Coppin State was a poor in-
stitution onthe west side ofBal-
timore, Maryland. Coppin State
As the former chancellor
of Coppin State University,
he helped to change the whole
school around.
reflection ofthat.
Battle's passion in life isf
what he's doing for a living and?
his past accomplishments are &
Baltimore is claimed to ber
one ofthe top three cities in the
country for homicides.
"Black men killing other*
Black men, that's
and we were in the middle ofal|
of that, and pardon my saying?
we didahell ofa job,"he said irf •reference to the improvements:
ofthe university
Being the president of thef
school put him to work which?
helped give Coppin State a£
brighter future.
was the only hope on the west
side and he had never seen thai
level of deprivation at a four-*
year institution.
Every Wednesday
at 5 p.m. in NCB 328
Contributors Meeting
S I LEROY MIKELL
BOW DIUM
You are cordially invited!
A&T is hosting the 3rd annual
ConvergeSouth blogging conference.
The A&T Register is the official press
sponsor and we invite you to attend.
It's free. There's an amateur short film
festival, too. For more info check out:
www.convergesouth.com
http://myspace.com/convergesouth
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forcewearing theirblueandgoldat Bowman GrayStadium inWinston-Salem Saturday.The Aggies couldn't takeback thecrown as thebest football
fans thereto support them.
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Corrections
f ' V
the GAO determined that four
benchmarks — instead of two
GAO's findings paint a
bleaker viewofprogress in Iraq
than offered by Bush in July
and comes at a critical time in
The report was to be re-
leased at the hearing. An ad-
vance copy of the 100-page
report and Walker's testimony
was obtained by The Associ-
ated Press.
whether the Iraqi government
will spend $10 billion in re-
construction funds," said U.S.
Comptroller David Walker in
prepared remarks for a Senate
hearing on Tuesday.
The report does not make
any substantial policy recom-
mendations, but says future ad-
ministration reports "would be
more useful to the Congress"
if they provided more detailed
information.
sectarian violence, measuring
such violence may be difficult
since the perpetrator's intent is
not clearlyknown," GAO states
in its report. "Other measures of
violence, such as the number of
enemy-initiated attacks, show
that violence hasremained high
through July 2007."
"While the Baghdad securi-
ty plan was intended to reduce
Next week the top military
commander in Iraq, Gen. Da-
vid Petraeus, and U.S. ambas-
sadorto Iraq, Ryan Crocker, are
scheduled to brief Congress.
the Iraq debate. So far, Repub-
licans have stuck by Bush and
staved off Democratic legisla-
tion ordering troops home. But
many, who have grown uneasy
about the unpopularity of the
war, say they want to see sub-
stantial improvement in Iraq by
September.
The study, conducted by the
Government Accountability
Office, was slightly more up-
beat than initially planned. Af-
ter receiving substantial push-
back from the White House,
WASHINGTON (AP) — Baghdad
hasnot met 11 ofits 18political
and security goals, according
to a new independent report on
Iraq that challenges President
Bush's assessment on the war,
TheAP has learned.
Since the Aug. 4 arrest, au-
thorities sought to determine
whether Mohamed and Mega-
hed were fledgling terrorists or
merely college students headed
to the beach with devices made
from fireworks they bought at
Wal-Mart in their car, as they
claimed. The local sheriff in
South Carolina said the ex-
plosives were "other than fire-
works."
Both Mohamed and Mega-
hed are in the county legally on
student visas, officials said.
The charges follow several
searches in Tampa, including
of a storage facility and a park
where the explosives mighthave
been tested, authorities said.
"The arresting deputy's
vigilance and the immediate
response ofour local investiga-
tors and prosecutors are highly
commendable," Lloyd said in a
statement.
In South Carolina, where
Mohamed and Megahed have
been held inthe Berkeley Coun-
ty jail,U.S.Attorney Reginald I.
Lloyd praised state and federal
authorities for cooperating in
the four-week investigation that
initially did not look like a ter-
rorism case.
The indictment was handed
up in Tampa, Fla.
He and Megahed both face
with charges oftransporting ex-
plosives in interstate commerce
without permits, which carries
a 10-year prison penalty. Their
defense attorney, Andy Savage,
did not immediately return a
call seeking comment.
years in prison
Mohamed was charged with
distributing information relat-
ing to explosives, destructive
devices, and weapons of mass
destruction, which is a terror-
ism-related statute, a Justice
Department official said. The
crime carries a maximum of20
The two men were stopped
with pipe bombs in their car
nearaNavy base in South Caro-
lina where enemy combatants
have been held. They were held
on state charges while the FBI
continued to investigate wheth-
erthere was a terrorism link.
He and Youssef SamirMega-
hed, 21, an engineering student,
were stopped for speeding Aug.
4 in Goose Creek, S.C., where
they have been held on state
charges.
Ahmed Abdellatif Sherif
Mohamed, 24, an engineering
graduate student and teaching
assistantat theTampa-based uni-
versity, faces terrorism charges
for teaching and demonstrating
how to use the explosives.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
Egyptian students at theUniver-
sity of South Florida were in-
dicted Friday on charges ofcar-
rying explosive materials across
states lines and one was accused
ofteaching the other how to use
them for violent reasons.
at 5 p.m.
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Report: U.S. failing in Iraq
NATIONAL NEWS
South Florida
students caught
with explosives By ANNE FLAHERTY
ASSOCIATED PRESSWRITER
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5,2007
ByLARA JAKES JORDAN
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
"Overall key legislation
has not been passed, violence
remains high, and it is unclear
But GAO stuck with its
original contention that only
three goals out of the 18 had
been achieved. The goals met
include establishing joint secu-
rity stations in Baghdad, ensur-
ing minority rights in the Iraqi
legislature and creating support
committees for theBaghdad se-
curity plan.
V s
had been partially met,
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Continued from Page 1
U.N. chief urges Sudanese to support end to Darfur conflict
Ban visits Juba in southern
Sudan on Tuesday, then goes to
Darfur for a first-hand glimpse
of life in a camp and to assess
the upcoming deployment ofthe
hybrid force.
"This remains an essential,
and rather fragile, cornerstone
ofpeace across the whole ofSu-
dan, well beyond Darfur," Ban
said.
Ban was having dinner Mon-
day night with Sudan's Presi-
dent Omar al-Bashir and was
expected to raise his concerns
about conditions for refugees,
as well as the 2005 peace agree-
ment that ended a 21-year civil
war between Sudan's Muslim
government in the north and
mainly Christian and animist
rebels in the south.
The foreign minister said the
resolution authorizing the hy-
brid force was "not ordinary"
because it talks about develop-
ment and the necessity of dia-
logue between the government
and opposition forces, and be-
cause it was "arrived at through
discussion and dialogue."
U.N. officialshave cautioned,
however, that there are many
obstacles to overcome. But they
welcomed Akol's strong support
for both the hybrid force and
new political talks, which the
U.N. hopes will get under way
in October. The Darfur conflict
has left more than 200,000 peo-
ple dead and forced 2.5 million
to flee their homes.
AFRICAN UNION PEACEKEEPERS meet with tribalelders to discusssecurity concerns in theAbuShouk campfor displacedpeople in Darfur, June
27,2007. The 7,000-member A.U. mission inDarfur is struggling to cope with funding shortfalls, growing hostility from civilians and attacks by
armed groups that havekilled 14peacekeepers since the missionbegan in 2004.
Akol also touted "the tremen-
dous change" in the relationship
between Sudan and the United
Nations since late 2005, a time
when pressure was mounting
against Sudan over Darfur.
"We moved from what ap-
peared to be confrontation to
fruitful dialogue and sitting
together, thinking together
and working together towards
achieving our common objec-
tives in maintaining internation-
al peace and security," he said to
applause.
"Yet there must be a peace
to keep. Peacekeeping must be
accompanied by a political solu-
tion." Picking up on this appeal
in his closing remarks, Akol said
"that's why we all agree that
making peace is a priority. It is
something that we welcome."
He singled out U.N. envoy
Jan Eliasson in the audience,
and his African Union counter-
part Salim Ahmed Salim, say-
ing they have been busy try-
ing to get the splintered Darfur
rebel movements to peace talks
as fast as the AU-U.N. "hybrid"
force moves to deploy, "because
the two ofthem must move to-
gether."
Akol
"Most ofall, I want to see the
foundations of a lasting peace
laid down. My goal is to lock in
the progress we have made so
far, to build on it so that this ter-
rible trauma may one day end,"
Ban said.
"Everyone agrees that there
is no military solution. We need
a cease-fire now," he said, draw-
ing applause from some in the
audience ofseveral hundred that
included Foreign Minister Lam
"We must all seize this his-
toric opportunity," the secretary-
general told the United Nations
Association ofSudan soon after
his arrival on a week-long trip
that will also take him to Chad
and Libya.
Sudan's foreign minister
responded positively, saying
"making peace is a priority."
At the start of his first trip
to Sudan since taking the reins
of the United Nations in Janu-
ary, Ban said the international
community had stood by for too
long "as seemingly helpless wit-
ness to this tragedy."
Ban said
But things are changing fol-
lowing the U.N. Security Coun-
cil's approval of the first joint
African Union-United Nations
force and stepped-up efforts to
getall rebel groups and the gov-
ernment back to the peace table,
KHARTOUM, Sudan — U.N.
Secretary-GeneralBan Ki-moon
urged Sudanese on Monday to
seize the "historic opportunity"
of a new peacekeeping force
in Darfur to start a conclusive
round ofpeace talks to end the
conflict.
BIN LADEN
A message left Monday with
a lawyer for the plaintiffs was
not immediately returned.
that the money be placed intrust
outside Osama bin Laden's con-
trol.
Osama bin Laden has more
These actions, they said, oc-
curred well before the United
States first placed Osama bin
Laden on its list of designated
terrorist individuals and organi-
zations onAug. 20, 1998.
According to the court pa-
than 50 siblings who share inthe
fortune amassed after Osama's
father, Mohammed Binladin,
built his construction empire,
elevating his family to among
the wealthiest in Saudi Arabia.
The al-Qaida founder's fi-
nancial worth has remained in
dispute.Most ofthe family uses
the Binladin spelling, as do
court documents.
Hurricane Felix pours
down on Central America
"When bin Laden arrived in
Afghanistan, he relied on the
"He left Sudan with practi-
cally nothing," the commission
concluded.
which U.S. forces operated dur-
ing the first Gulf War.
The Sept. 11 commission
concluded that the Sudanese
government took Osama bin
Laden's assets when he left the
Sudan in 1996. Lawyers for the Binladin
family companies have said
OsamabinLaden neverreceived
any buyout payment. They said
the companies consulted with
Saudi authorities, who directed
Taliban until he was able to rein-
vigorate his fundraising efforts
by drawing on ties to wealthy
Saudi individuals that he had
established during the Afghan
war in the 1980s."
pers, Saudi Binladin Group was
created as the surviving entity
of Mohammed Binladin's con-
struction company, which was
formed in the 1930s. Moham-
mad Binladin died in 1967, and
ownership ofhis companies was
passed along to his children.
The lawyers said the Saudi
Binladin Group had helped
the United States, building the
King Abdul Aziz AirBase, from
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
By CASEY WOODS, TONY BRAND AND
MARTIN MERZER
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS
A few hours before the worst
of the storm arrived, Nelson
Allen, a provincial governor in
that region, said he feared many
ofthose people would be lost.
"Unfortunately, it looks like
anyone who didnot get off the
coast cannot get out now, and
we have heard that some ofthe
wooden homes have been blown
down," Allen said.
Officials said one Honduran
died in a road accident caused
by a rain-induced landslide. No
details were available about the
deaths in Nicaragua.
The point at which Felix
reached land sits just south of
theNicaragan-Honduran border,
an isolated, swampy area, where
thousands of indigenous people
live in wooden shacks, depend
on canoes for transportation and
had no way out.
"Persons living in flood-
prone areas should take all
precautions to protect life and
property."
Some areas could receive as
many as 25 inches. In the past,
hurricanes with similar reser-
voirs of rain have killed thou-
sands in Honduras and else-
where in Central America.
"The major concern now
shifts to the threat of torrential
rains over the mountains of
Central America," said Richard
Pasch, a forecaster at the Na-
tional Hurricane Center near
Miami
Though Felix's winds faded
rapidly as the storm passed over
the mountains ofNicaragua and
Honduras, its abundant rain
covered a vast area susceptible
to floods and mud slides.
Worse, its forward speed
slowed, giving its rain-laden
clouds more time to linger over
cities, towns, villages and, most
worrisome ofall, mountains and
valleys.
Sandy Bay triedto escape floods
by taking to the ocean in tradi-
tional panga boats, long, low
skiffs unsuitable for rough seas.
Two boats overturned and
an estimated 45 people have
not been found, he said. Other
reports spoke ofmissing lobster
boats from Honduras and Nica-
ragua.
Let's preparefor the worst,"
Wednesday, Felix's path will
carry it and its wet remnants
through Honduras, Guatemala,
portions of Mexico and other
parts ofCentral America.
The screaming wind stripped
roofs off countless buildings,
including some shelters. The
battering surf destroyed docks
and other structures. The slant-
ing rain washed away roads and
bridges and pooled into waist-
deep floods, and more rain kept
falling.
"Our most serious problems
in this region are just begin-
ning," said Lotto, who works
for the Irish aid agency GOAL
inPuerto Lempira.
Some indigenous people,
with no other option, apparently
sought shelter inshallow trench-
es, covering themselves with
animal skins or palm fronds, ac-
cording to Luigi Lotto, a relief
worker in the first-hit Mosquito
Coast area ofHonduras and Ni-
caragua.
"This is a major disaster,"
said Conor Walsh, director of
Catholic Relief Services in Ni-
caragua.
The confirmed toll seemed
certain to rise as information
arrived from remote regions.
Search and rescue teams could
not reach most areas Tuesday
night.
Hurricane Felix, already
deadly, already a record-book
storm, moved inland Tuesday
night. Its Category 5 wind di-
minished rapidly but its rain
did not. Relentless torrents
swamped cities and villages
tucked into Central America's
mountains and valleys.
Two people, one ofthem an
8-year-old girl, died in Nicara-
gua and one man was killed in
Honduras, according to early,
fragmentary reports. A variety
ofominous but unconfirmed ac-
counts said scores were missing
at sea
C0MAYAGUA, Honduras — In
some ways, the danger was just
beginning.
Itwas worse along the coast,
he said, where families in Barra
"Puerto Cabezas is a scene of
absolute devastation, the city is
trashed," Walsh said.
Relaying reports from the
interior that he called reliable,
Walsh said all 300 families in
the village ofAuas Tingni were
left homeless.
In addition, the airport con-
trol tower has been destroyed,
potentially slowing relief ef-
forts
The Spanish Red Cross said
that 4,000 families live in the
Nicaraguan part of the impact
zone and 70 percent of their
homes lost roofs.
As a result, nearly every
building in Puerto Cabezas lost
its thatched or sheet-metal roof
and power and water services
were severed, according to
Walsh.
The storm's winds reached
160 mph, racing around an eye
so perfectly formed and distinct
that it could be seen on satellite
photos.
It was a day that began with
Felix's core, accompanied by
an 18-foot wall of water, drill-
ing into extreme northeastern
Nicaragua about 10miles north-
northeast of Puerto Cabezas,
a Mosquito Coast town said to
be in ruin and flooded Tuesday
night.
And another: On the Pacific
Coast, Hurricane Henriette
slammed its 80-mph winds into
the Mexican resorts surround-
ing Cabo San Lucas. It was the
first time in recorded history
that Atlantic and Pacific hurri-
canes made landfall during the
same day.
One terrible distinction: This
was the first time in recorded
history that two Category 5
storms have come ashore dur-
ing the same season. Just two
weeks ago, powerful Hurricane
Dean hit Mexico's Yucatan Pen-
insula.
said Ricardo Alvarez, themayor
ofTegucigalpa, a capital city of
300,000 people who live in a
topographical bowl, surrounded
by mountains. "Every citizen
must be ready to become a life
saver."
i i JM
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After the journal article ap-
The New England Journal
of Medicine published an ar-
ticle this month detailing the
numbers and documenting the
trends. Evidence suggests that
the direct-to-consumer advertis-
ing increases sales, averts un-
deruse of medicines and leads
to potential overuse, the article
said.
Those ads we all recognize
("ask your doctor about...") are
known as "direct-to-consumer"
or DTC advertising. The phar-
maceutical companies' spend-
ing on them rose 330 percent
in that 1996-2005 period. (DTC
drug ad spending was $5.61 bil-
lion in 2006.)
The satirical video posted
by Jonathan in Colorado points
directly to a cultural and com-
mercial phenomenon at work in
ourliving rooms and on Capitol
Hill. The big drug companies
have been increasing their pro-
motional spending: $11.4 bil-
lion in 1996 to $29.9 billion in
2005.
At MySpace.com, you can
see this cheeky tequila parody
of ubiquitous drug ads, com-
plete with a rapid-fire recitation
of side effects that range from
dizziness, nausea, incarceration
and table dancing to the desire
to play naked Twister and sing
all-night karaoke.
If you answered yes to ei-
ther ofthose questions, ask your
doctor or pharmacist about the
benefits of... tequila.
Do you have feelings of in-
adequacy? Do you suffer from
shyness?
The way it works now, by
the time the FDA gets its mes-
sage across, the drug company
has often moved on with a new
ad, singing the benefits of yet
another drug we should ask our
doctors about.
If regulators find a problem
with a drug, they shouldn't
have to pick their way through a
lengthy legal process to cancel a
misleading drug ad.
For now, advocates at Con-
sumers Union, publisher of
Consumer Reports and one of
the main groups pushing for
more oversight, rightly want
to see Congress help the FDA
speed its process of enforcing
advertising regulations.
On Capitol Hill, there ishope
that in the next few weeks the
House and Senate will agree
on language to give the FDA
more tools for enforcement.
But a major hammer, a mora-
torium under which companies
introducing a new drug couldn't
advertise it for two years, got
stripped from FDA legislation.
That would have allowed time
to see if safety issues arose. But
that's gone.
peared, the federal Food and
Drug Administration said it
would study what sounds like
the obvious: whether the upbeat
ads leave people with a positive
impression that distracts them
from audio warnings about side
effects. But if the research gives
the FDA more oomph in its en-
forcement power over problem-
atic advertising, the study will
be worth it. (The journal said
the FDA sent only 21 citations
regarding drug-advertising reg-
ulations in2006, compared with
142 in 1997.)
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struction, you're one ofthe bad
Our priorities are misplaced
inthe attention we giveto scan-
dal.
ties and to sponsor a dog in an
animal-fighting venture.
terstate com-
merce in aid ofunlawful activi-
travel in in-
ing up to
five years
in prison if
convicted on
the charge of
conspiracy to
Admittedly, the details of
Vick's indictment are sicken-
ing, but watch an episode of
"Animal Precinct" on the Ani-
mal Planet and I'm sure you'll
see similar situations, if not
Now that I've given my dis-
claimer, allow me to say how
truly disgustedI've been by the
coverage and reactions of peo-
ple to the revelation that NFL
quarterback Michael Vick was
involved in dog fighting.
ished
I love dogs and I think dog
fighting is a barbaric and ar-
chaic sport that should be ban-
However, such an examina-
tion would require a modicum
ofcompassion and concern for
one's fellow man, and that's
something that's in awfully
short supply.
That's cold, hard truth, and
that's what many find hard to
admit. If we really want to ad-
dress the problem of dog fight-
ing, we have to address the so-
cioeconomic problems of what
leads a man to participate in
such a sickening affair. If you
honestly examine the people
who are behind dog fights, they
will overwhelmingly be poor
and uneducated.
If Winkler's excuse for
shooting her husband is that he
subjected her to years ofphysi-
cal and emotional abuse, is it
so far-fetched to imagine that
some who are products of ex-
treme poverty and lack ofedu-
cation might also suffer long-
term harm?
Something else played a
part, too: insanity. This insanity
is born out of a failing educa-
tion system, lack ofopportunity
and poverty. Even when some
manage to escape their envi-
ronments physically, mentally,
they can't let it go.
Unfortunately, in high-pro-
file cases such as that of Vick,
Barry Bonds and even Adam
"Pacman" Jones, if you're not
rallying for their absolute de-
Reggie Rogers spent a year
in prison after a DUI crash
killed three teenagers in 1988,
but eventually returned to the
NFL in 1991 and 1992.
Jamal Lewis pleaded guilty
to attempting to distribute co-
caine and was sentenced to four
months in prison, but only sus-
pended for two games in 2004.
NFL player Leonard Little
served half of a 90-day sen-
tence after a DUI crash killed a
woman in 1998.Little was only
suspended for eight games.
Vick, for his part, ran afoul
ofthe law and has to pay for his
crimes, but the calls for ban-
ning the manfrom evermaking
a living inthe NFL again are ut-
terly ridiculous.
From the days of Jack John-
son,America has loved nothing
more than building a black ath-
lete up justto tearhim down.
menace to society
ond Amendment right to bear
arms, but are ready to call any-
one who has an improperly or
unlicensed firearm a thug and a
While Vick escaped the
trappings ofpoverty physically,
mentally some part of him felt
the need to engage in this sort
ofcallous and sickening behav-
ior. Was it stupidity? Yes. Igno-
rance? Perhaps.
Rather, these events take
place on the lowest rungs of so-
ciety, in the slums and dirt-poor
rural communities ofAmerica.
Places where the living condi-
tions of people mirror that of
dogs.
suburbs
The real reason people want
to act as if they are so shocked
about dog fighting is because
of the communities where dog
fighting takes place. You won't
find it on Park Avenue or in the
Sorry, but the Christian in
me has a problem with that.
When one transgresses the law,
a cost must be paid, but the vit-
riol and venom sprayed at Vick
is excessive and hypocritical.
lem
even
criminals
I don't take pleasure in
seeing people suffer, even if
they might happen to be loud-
mouths, jerks or yes.
That's where I have a prob-
guys
We scream about the Sec-
with a gun
We love to see the good guy
in the movie blow the bad guy's
head off, but we cringe and cry
foul the instant we see a rapper
It's always been funny that
Americans are so selective in
their love for violence.
pulses
act on these programmed im-
In a culture that glorifies vio-
lence in movies, TV shows and
music, there are people who
are still shocked and appalled
that some individuals choose to
As Commonasks on his sin-
gle, "The People," "Why white
folks focus on dogs and yoga
/ While people on the low end
tryin' to ball and get over?"
Winkler, who was convict-
ed of voluntary manslaughter,
served only 60 days in a men-
tal health institution plus the
time she served during her five
months in the county lockup.
Vick, on the other hand, is fac-
worse
There have been more pas-
sionate reactions to Vick's case
than to that of Mary Winkler,
who admitted to shooting her
sleeping husband in the back
with a shotgun in Selmer,
Tenn.
"While sociologists are at
home reading their books, gang
members are in the streets,"
Bowdre said.
the World Book Encyclope-
dia describes gangs as a group
of people who associate with
one another for social or crimi-
nal reasons.
Most would assume that
this group is a gang. However,
stepping onto a college campus
would confuse anybody trying
to identify these groups, because
Greek-letter organizations share
very similar customs.
Across the country, young
black men gather wearing
matching colors, throwing up
signs with theirhands, and using
unique calls recognizable and
exclusive only to their circles.
Elijah Bowdre, a member of
Alpha PhiAlpha Fraternity Inc.
fromLong Beach, Calif., said he
has grown up around gangs and
can seehow some people would
make the mistake of comparing
them to a Greek-letter organiza-
tion.
"When I first came on cam-
pus I saw (a fraternity) withred
jackets, and I thought they were
Bloods."
"I always grewup with gangs
around me," said Bowdre, 21, a
senior finance student at Florida
A&M University.
"A gang's purpose is to de-
stroy other gangs and make
money through crimes," Bow-
dre said.
Bowdre admits to seeing
similarities in thephysical setup
ofthe two groups, but he recog-
nizes important differences in
the purpose ofeach group.
"A Greek letter organiza-
tion's purpose is not commit-
ting crimes; the purpose is well
documented, to serve the com-
munity."
"There are people who
haven't been in a gang who
commit worse crimes than us,"
said Hawkins, a Tallahassee,
Fla., native.
Camron Hawkins, 18, who
said he is amember ofthe Crips
gang, does not agree.
Hawkins considers gangs
and fraternities to be one and
the same, and even considers a
family to be a gang.
"Its not always about vio-
lence, it's about money."
"We get with our own kind
ofpeople to form gangsbecause
wecome from a broken family,"
Corley said.
Robert Corley, aNorth Caro-
lina Crip for 14 years, has left
his former lifestyle to become a
church laborer in Tallahassee.
Ironically, a lack of family
structure is what draws many to
join gangs in the first place.
According to sociologist
Daniel J. Monti, quoted in the
book "Gangs" by Gail B. Stew-
art, the family structure pro-
vided by gangs helps to build
young people the same way
families, churches, schools and
neighbors do.
"We find people that we can
relate to, and we unify ourselves
to become an army."
However, Bowdre said he
does not believe that sociolo-
gists can give expert opinions
about things they have never
experienced.
tion."
"They probably don't fully
understand gang culture. You
can't only go offof an assump-
Elizabeth Hollifield, a psy-
chology professor at FAMU,
agrees.
"The net sum of productiv-
ity of gangs and fraternities are
completely different."
"You can'tput uson the same
scale," Bowdre said.
Although gangs provide a
family structure, many question
whether gangs are worth the
destruction that they cause the
wider community. That ques-
tion is not frequently asked of
Greekletter organizations.
"It's like comparing apples
and oranges. They are both
fruits, but they have very differ-
ent tastes."
"I don't think gangs and fra-
ternities can be compared, be-
cause gangs have a very nega-
tive connotation and fraternities
don't," Hollifield said.
Christine Thomasos, a studentat Florida A&M
University, writesfortheFamuan
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Businesses are looking for
conservatism, not flashy or out-
rageous styles," said McEwen.
For the gentlemen, baggy
jeans and a fitted are not going
to cut it. A business suit along
Hair should be pulled back
and neat unless weather permits
a longer style. "You don't want
your hair flopping around and
messed up due to wind. Makeup
should blend and not be over-
done
Make sureyou are not one of
them by staying on top ofwhat
is in your closet as far as formal
wear is concerned. When head-
ing out to an interview or job
fair, such as the one approach-
ing on September 12 in Corbett
Sports Center, it is imperative
that you dress in a fashion that
shows you are serious about
gaining employment.
Dr. Beryl C. McEwen, chair-
person and professor in the De-
partment of Business Education
at A&T, suggested a few guide-
lines for properattire.
Ladies, it is preferable to
wear a matching skirtand blazer
with a button-down blouse un-
derneath. Be sure that the neck-
line is not too low and does not
reveal a lot ofcleavage.
Panty hoses are essential
and shoes should be no higher
than one inch if wearing heels.
In the realm ofjewelry, no cos-
tume earrings (earrings with an
intricate design or large in size)
and avoid wearing too long ofa
necklace.
Have you ever been in a situ-
ation where you saw someone
and said toyourself, "what inthe
world made them wear that?"
Major corporations and busi-
ness representatives have said
the same thing about interns and
new employees.
Lighter colors are acceptable,
however. If wearing any type of
fragrance or scent, it should not
be overpowering. "One cannot
go wrong with a navy blue or
black suit," adds McEwen.
Publications such as Career
Development Guide and Job
Choices, provide pictures and
more information on proper
dress and are available for free
at the Office ofCareer Services
inside ofMurphy Hall.
"They're [braids] not cor-
porate and one should wait un-
til they are well established,"
she said. Facial hair should
be shaved and clean with no
goatee. For both genders, one
should wear comfortable shoes
and ensure that they are not dis-
playing too much skin.
Clothes should be tailored
and fit properly. Primary colors,
red and yellow, are too much of
a distraction.
Any type ofjewelry, such as
earrings, is out ofthe question.
To the dismay ofmany, Dr.
McEwen advises her junior and
senior students to cut their hair
ifthey wear braids.
A long-sleeved collard shirt
is a necessary accessory to the
suit; preferably white. Shoes
ought to be laced and shined
and accompanied with socks
that match. Accessories are not
to be worn
with a tie is appropriate. Loud
or very wide pinstriped suits are
not recommended.
BUSINESS
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Almost any designer or name
brand clothing can be found in
these stores and the best thing is
thatboth offer a layaway plan so
it is easier to build your profes-
sional wardrobe on your time.
These stores are just starting
points on your path to dressing
for success.
Along with carrying profes-
sional dress, Belk and most ma-
jor department stores are always
having sales. There are suits for
men and women, and alterations
can be done at little or no charge
depending on the amount of
your purchase. Shoes are also
affordable and Belk carries a
variety ofstyles and sizes.
Another great place to find
deals is at T.J. Maxx, or its sister
store, Marshall's.
Although these stores re-
quire a little more effort to find
the right things, the prices and
savings you'll get makes up for
the effort.
We've all heard the dos and
don'ts ofdressing for success in
our classes and in seminars, but
what we don't know is where to
find this kind of attire on a stu-
dent friendly budget.
Dressing the part really does
not have to be as expensive
as one might think. There are
plenty ofplaces that have qual-
ity clothes for affordable prices.
Belk at Four Seasons Town
Centre is a great place to start.
There, sales associates are
trained to help you find clothes
that best fit your body and give
great advice on pieces that
would be essential to helping
you create the most functional
professional.
You already know that pro-
fessional dress is a must in or-
der to succeed in the business
setting.
DRESSING UP A student discusses theproper business etiquite withafaculty member.Studies have shown thatwearing theproper attire to
interviewsand careerfairs betters the chancesof gaining employment.
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Are you dressing the part?
BALLING ON ABUDGET
When it comes toattaining that
"I have a jot/image, goingtothe
mall and diggingthroughracks
andracks onclothes you don't
want isn't always convenient.
Amazon and eBay are great
The film goes back to Myers
as a boy growing up in a ter-
rible household with his mother,
Sheri Moon, who is a stripper,
her boyfriend, William For-
sythe, his older sister, Hanna
Hall, and his baby sister.
sic stops all together.
His mother comes home to
find all this when he is immedi-
ately sent to the psych ward. It
moves on 15years and we wit-
ness the terror of Myers as he
escapes the ward and continues
the inevitable.
The ending will have you
staring at the screen waiting for
more but it is up to you to inter-
pret that as whether that is good
or bad.
Just be ready to jump, yell,
and possible laugh as you sit
down and redo the history of
having "Halloween" in the the-
aters.
GRADE:
HALLOWEEN is a remake of
the 1978film, with the same
name that starred JamieLee
Curtis. Directed by rocker turned
director Rob Zombie.
Genre: Suspense/Horror, Seque
Running Time: 1 hr. 49 mins.
RatedR for strong brutal bloody
violenceand terror throughout,
sexual content, graphic nudity
and language.
the release. It's possible that he
wanted to make that end of the
summer horror show that would
send us into classes shaking.
The movie itself is filled with
predictable scenes and more nu-
ditythannecessary. We all know
horror movie 101 and what will
happen when the music gets
very dramatic or when the mu-
Even with it's record setting
$26.5 million Labor Day Week-
end release, Zombie may have
needed to rethink the timing of
Several critics have said
things such as "... over the
years bad sequels have bled the
concept dry that it has become
almost impossible to remem-
ber what the first movie was
about...", and this may be true
but to a new generation who
weretoo young to enjoy it when
the original it'll be fresh.
With all of the horror films
coming out nowadays it's nice
to see someone appreciate the
original and feel the need to
recreate the atmosphere that
was "Halloween". On the same
note, the movie probably would
have made more ofan impact if
it was released let's say, at Hal-
loween?
Almost thirty years ago a
movie captured the attention of
a generation. "Halloween", is
the story of Michael Myers, and
has become the American hor-
ror movie spawning a series of
sequels that include "Halloween
II", "Halloween Resurrection",
"Halloween H20" and several
other MichaelMyers story lines
that have just continued to play
offofthe original storyline.
The new "Halloween" has
brought us back to where it all
started. Directed by Rob Zom-
bie of"House of 1000Corpses"
and "The Devil's Rejects", it
gives our new generation some
insight to the horror that was
Myers' life.
Tiffany Evans debut album
"Hey Young World" is sched-
uled to be released in Novem-
ber.
In fact, Evans had the dis-
tinct honor ofmeeting Houston.
In traveling, doing tours, shows
and meet and greets, she does
occasionally get homesick, "but
everybody gets homesick, so
it's normal," said Evans.
This extremely genuine,
warm-hearted person and skill-
ful vocalists has a lot in store
for her fans and the music in-
dustry. Her self-titled album is
expected to be released in this
November.
Whitney Houston is Evans'
role model and the person who
inspired her to sing and pursue
music as a career. "She is an
amazing vocalist and very hum-
ble," she said.
She is focusing on her career
now, but feels that school is ex-
tremely important. "It is great
to get an education because no
one can make it without one,"
she said
a musical career and an educa-
tional career balance out, it is
simple for her to respond be-
cause she already has her high
school diploma at the age of 15,
and graduated from high school
at the age of 13!
When asked how pursuing
It is a blessing from God
and I encourage others to keep
God first in all that they do," she
said.
From once being homeless,
Tiffany's life has changed dras-
tically, but she still would not
change anything.
As a team, they wanted to
produce a song that was geared
towards both guys and girls.Tif-
fany wants her audience to in-
clude everyone.
"It is crazy, and you have a
very hectic schedule," said Ev-
ans. But with great rewards and
achievements comes great re-
sponsibilitie and she is fully pre-
pared for them in every sense.
Evans has a hot single out
entitled "Promise Ring." The
song was produced by Clutch
and DJ Smurf.
Tiffany has appeared on
Oprah twice, the "Jay Leno
Show", "The District" and on
the television show "Law and
Order." With Evans being an up
and coming artist, one would
wonder how it would feel to be
on such a major tour with major
artists like T.I., Ciara, Yung Joe,
T-Pain, and Lloyd.
signed to Columbia Records.
Now, both have the same man-
ager.
Ciara noticed her and met
her at a Grammy luncheon they
both attended. Ciara's manager
contacted Tiffany's manager,
and at the age often, Evans was
She is currently signed to Co-
lumbia Records and working on
her debut album slated for a late
2007 release. To begin promot-
ing her album, she is appearing
on the 2007 ScreamTour.
When asked how Evans, an
artist from New York, met Ci-
ara, an artist from Atlanta, she
said, "I began my career at the
age of nine. I participated in
"StarSearch" and won in 2003,"
said Evans.
At the age of 13, many stu-
dents are expected to at least be
in the eighth grade, not graduat-
ing from high school.
Nevertheless, by beating the
odds, Tiffany Evans did just
that. Bom inBronx , New York
on August 4, 1992, Evans began
singing at the age of three. She
has appeared in the movie "Di-
ary of a Mad Black Woman"
and on its soundtrack. She also
sang "Who Am I" for "Tarzan
II." Evans has been featured in
other films such as "Madea's
Family Reunion."
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Halloween in the summer
Classic slasher movie the latest horror remake
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ponger bites the dust,
GRADE:
"What part of'sudden death'
didn't you understand?" comes
the actor's dryriposte.
"You killed him!" he yelps to
Walken's Feng, as another ping-
deploying furious ping-pong
vollies and spurious pastiches
ofthe underdog genre.
Even at just 90 minutes,
"Balls ofFury", with its carica-
tures of the Asian underworld,
with its G-man malarkey and
gay jokes (Feng keeps an all-
boy bevy of sex slaves), begins
to outstay its welcome.
But when the tournament
that brings together the world's
best ping-pong players begins,
it'shard not to laugh as Daytona
realizes the fate awaiting the
loser in eachround.
Co-writers Garant and Len-
non are the perps behind "Reno
911!," and while "Balls ofFury"
is slightly more sophisticated in
its comic strategies, "slightly"
remains the operative word.
(Lennon also co-stars as Randy
Daytona's long-ago Olympics
nemesis, East German Karl
Wolfschtagg.) Garant directs,
And George Lopez is on-
board as the FBI guy who gets
Daytona to go undercover, and
then tags along on his adven-
tures in Feng's palatial Central
American digs.
student. Her backhand is to die
for.
James Hong, who has game-
ly parodied his countrymen in
"Seinfeld" and "Airplane!,"
plays the Chinatown restaura-
teur and ping-pong guru Wong.
He offers kernels ofwisdom to
his paunchy protege, and runs
him through a rigorous train-
ing program that includes lock-
ing Daytona in a freezer with a
swarm ofbees and a fly swatter.
A litheMaggie Q is Randy's im-
probable love interest, she plays
Maggie, Master Wong's niece,
and Master Wong's number one
Dan Fogler, a Tony winner
for "The 25th Annual Putnam
County Spelling Bee," makes
his segue from stage to screen,
starring as Randy Daytona, a
ping-pong champion gone to
seed, and offered redemption
when he's recruited by the FBI.
Fogler, a comic actor in the
tradition of John Belushi and
Jack Black (slobby, eye-rolling,
funny), carries "Balls of Fury"
fairly effortlessly, and Christo-
pher Walken does his shtick as
the villainous Feng _ a gun-run-
ningping-pong obsessive whose
wardrobe represents a sartorial
mind-meld between latter-day
Elvis and the most flamboyant
Fu Manchu.
A flagrant steal ofthe Bruce
Lee martial arts classic "Enter
the Dragon," this goofball farce
substitutes table tennis for kung
fu, as askilled paddler infiltrates
a crime king's lavish lair, using
ping-pong prowess as a calling
card.
Fury."
"Welcome to the underbelly
of ping-pong," says the sage
Chinese master, make that the
blind sage Chinese master, in
the latest merrily stupid sports
comedy, Thomas Lennon and
Robert Ben Garant's "Balls of
2007. Paid for fjy the United StatesArmy. At! rights reserved.
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Wear my promise ring?
TIFFANYEVANS is a 15-yearold Bronx born singer/actress thatis steadily moving up thecharts withher hitsong "PromiseRing" thatfeatures Ciara
friend
Spoiler alert! It is on Hal-
loween that Myers snaps from
the constant abuse at home and
at school and he kills the school
bully, his mother's boyfriend,
his older sister and her boy-
ByCANDACE hackney
ASSOCIATE ARTS &LIFE EDITOR
You'll thank me for it, right
after your cold shower.
My guess, though, is thatmost
viewers are looking for some-
thing sexually and intellectually
stimulating. If so, go back and
enjoy Frank Furillo and Joyce
Davenport's bedtime seductions
on "Hill Street Blues" or the
verbal fireworks between Sam
Malone and Diane Chambers on
"Cheers." Heck, Rob and Laura
Petrie dancing around the living
room is more than enough to get
the juices flowing.
If that's what you're look-
ing for, there's always the back
room ofyour local video store.
Hubba-hubba, huh?
"I don't think the show is
kinky enough. I want to push
things farther," said star Julian
McMahon. "When the show
started, we were pretty explicit,
pretty out there, and now we
have to reinvigorate that a bit.
You need to see a little more
stuff."
ducers promise the most outra-
geous, envelope-pushing season
yet when it returns in late Octo-
ber. Among theplot twists: Julia
(Joely Richardson) and her new
lesbian lover, played by Portia
De Rossi, are kidnapped and
sexually assaulted.
Other shows don't want you
to ignore their sexual acrobat-
ics. "Nip/Tuck" actors and pro-
"I'm sure viewers are going
to say, 'Oh, that actor and ac-
tress are touching each other in
that way. That's wild,'" said ac-
tor Tim DeKay, whose character
gratifies himself within the first
five minutes of the pilot. "My
hope is that justas I got over it
after a while, the audience will
also get over it and get into the
story."
Even ifyou're gaga about the
Cassavetes style, which means
you're drawn to people moping
from one dull situation to anoth-
er, your art-house enjoyment is
bound to be distracted by all the
fornication.
Some producers have gone
so far as to compare Mort to
John Cassavetes, presumedly
because he made films with in-
trospective people and very little
action. Fine, but if Cassavetes'
"Shadows" had been made into
a weekly series, I would be us-
ing the reruns as sleeping pills.
late you and we're not there to
make you go, 'Hey, why can't
we have sex in the shower?' It's
like reality. And I think that's
kind ofcourageous for someone
to write about that."
"We're not there to titil-
"Cynthia didn't write this to
createthe kick-(butt) sex scenes
of the century," said star Ally
Walker, whoprevious starred in
"Profiler."
But the action is clinical, un-
original, even depressing. It's
about as passionate as milking
cows. I don't know if creator
Cynthia Mort would consider
that a compliment or not. She
quickly dismisses conversations
about the show's sexual content,
insisting that we're missing the
point, even though those scenes
are the most compelling reason
to tune in.
At first blush, "Love Me"
sounds as if it should play to
our naughtiest instincts. Four
hot-looking couples, in various
stages oftheirrelationships, talk
almost exclusively about their
love lives, at least when they're
not groaning beneath the sheets.
The first episode features five
sex scenes, each more graphic
than anything you've seen on
films "accidentally" ordered to
your hotel room.
With assistance from adult
programming such as Show-
time's "Californication" and
FX's "Nip/Tuck," the small
screen is exposing more bare
bottoms and encouraging saltier
language. The result is usually
about as erotic as Simon Cow-
ell's exposed chest hair.
There can be a big differ-
ence between "sex" and "sexy,"
as evidenced in the new HBO
series "Tell Me That You Love
Me,"which serves as the closest
thing to pornography in TV his-
tory and a compelling argument
for abstinence.
betrayal oftrust.
I think this is a debate that people will stand
firm totheir beliefs. To each its own, right? Things
become more complex when you incorporate an-
other individual in your life. Relationships should
be built on a strong foundation oftrust, honestly,
and integrity. These characteristics fundamentally
transcend one another perfectly and without one
all else crumbles.
Strangely enough, after class was dismissed
one of my closest friends said that he, too, felt
a few sweat beads manifesting when I presented
my question to the class. If the shoe fits, wear it.
I guess more people in the class were indirectly
affected by it than I expected. This week's lesson
is thatpersonal information should be kept exclu-
sively privy to the involved parties.
Arelationship should not be work. It is some-
thing that should be a leisurely, yet meaningful
connection experience between twopeople. Why
try to make things work with someone you're not
compatible with. It's simply wasted effort.
Over the summer I chatted with a semi-friend-
ly acquaintance. I listened while she vented her
troubles and I attempted to give her the best ad-
vice that I could. "Do what makes you happy."
Somehow her relationship woes wound up in the
class discussion. It was a tweaked version of our
professor's initial concern and highly relevant to
the conversation. Of course I didn't mention her
name, but I now feel horribly convicted because
there is an exception to every rule. "Do what
makes you happy without harming yourself or
others." Did I mention the young lady was sitting
across the room? Oops. My anonymous question,
though completely relevant to the subject and
quite general, made her innately blush.
Do you ever do or say something that you just
know you'll be paying for dearly in the future?
It's like watching a car crash from a distance. To
you, the innocent bystander, things may seem so
simple, perhaps even preventable because you are
withdrawn from the immediate dangerofthe situ-
ation. However, what seems unavoidable comes
to pass, or literally crash.
Arguably, one of my favorite classes is per-
suasive communication. The professor allows for
open discussion on diverse topics as long as the
dialogue is also relevant to the lesson. In most
classroom settings there are both dynamic and la-
tent personalities. However, when the subject of
relationships, specifically infidelity, came to the
forefront nearly everyone wanted their opinion
heard.
Each semester I usually have one or two class-
es that change my outlook on the pertinent cur-
riculum orthat I at least find somewhat enjoyable
attending twice a week for 75 minutes. This fall,
however, I am quite pleasantly surprisedthat Iam
enrolled in courses that are justfabulous.
Our professor posed the question, "Who be-
trayed whom's trust? Is it the cheating individual
or the snooping counterpart?" That's a difficult
question. Some ofthe responses were odd to say
the least. The general consensus for one side of
the argument was that the cheater is at fault forhis
disloyalty, which created distrust. Therefore, the
actions ofthe suspicious lover were thusly justi-
fied. Ofcourse, the otherhalfbelieved that snoop-
ing through someone's personal belongings, like
a cell phone or facebook account was the initial
III
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Wanted: less smut and more
sophistication on cable TV
By NEAL JUSTIN
STAR TRIBUNE (MINNEAPOLIS)
ANDTHE
The key addition to David
Robinson in the backfield has
proven to be crucial after not
only did he help the did he help
the aggies rush for 183 yards
against the Winston Salem
State University, but became
an essential piece to the special
teamsreturn game.
California native and start-
ing tight end Brett Fisher re-
turns to action in his home
state this weekend after sitting
last Saturday out to undis-
closed issues, and should be a
key factor in the offense's red
zone execution.
from the panthers defense, and
improve theirpass protection.
PHOTOBY GARYW GREEN
REGGIE BUSH and theSaints were last year's
surprise team and manypeople haveNew
Orleans winning theNFCSouth this season.
Michael Vick. Dog fighting.
PETA. Court. Roger Goodell.
Protests. Racism. Future. Pris-
on. Finished.
Thirteen words that have
nearly made us all forget that
there is still football to be
played.
the norm of what teams do to
dethrone the champions.
The scramble for top draft
picks, big trades and even big-
ger bank accounts, has become
That title of "ring-bearer"
currently belongs to the India-
napolis Colts, thanks to Peyton
Manning, who brushed the Ma-
rino comparisons right offofhis
shoulder pads, as well as Tony
Dungy, who became the first
black head coach to hold the
Lombardi trophy.
The 2007-08 NFL season is
on the brink. And to the surprise
of no one, the off-season has
shaken up the professional hier-
archy ofthe league.
With the spotlight on them,
the Colts have made few per-
sonnel changes showing confi-
dence in what got them to the
big game last year. The world
will get to see ifthat confidence
was leaning towards arrogance
in the season opener on Thurs-
day whenthey host the New Or-
leans Saints.
Many NFL analysts predict
that the Saints will come down
to earth after riding the emo-
tional high of last season. That
considered, the Saints hold the
most talked about player of
2006-07 on their squad - Reg-
gie Bush. And he may prove to
be themost dangerous player of
07-08.
The Saints' Cinderella high
was given a reality check in
the NFC Championship game
last season against the Chicago
Bears. The defense, led by future
Hall of Famer Brian Urlacher,
was getting mentioned among
some of the great defenses in
league history. Their weakness
is at the quarterback position,
which needless to say, cannotbe
weak in the NFL.
The Bears' biggest in-confer-
ence obstacle will most likely
be wearing blue and black. The
Carolina Panthers, who have
made two NFC Championship
appearances since 2003, are as
healthy as they have ever been.
New offensive coordinator
JeffDavidson has implemented
zone blocking to accommodate
the running styles of DeShaun
Foster and DeAngelo Williams.
The running attack, which was
invisible last year, will be re-
flective of their overall success
this season.
Last season, the San Diego
Chargers had no problems run-
ning the ball behind league
MVPLaDainian Tomlinson. He
set two NFL records for touch-
downs and isbeginning to creep
into the "greatest of all time"
discussions. Defensively, the
Chargers may have found Ju-
nior Seau's replacement in line-
backer Shawn Merriman. The
Chargers are not flawless, how-
ever, as they still have issues in
the passing game that must be
addressed.
For the New England Patri-
ots, the passing game was ironi-
cally something they made a big
investment in with the addition
of wide receiver Randy Moss.
The Brady-Moss tandem should
prove to be a nightmare to de-
fensive coordinators. As long
as the Patriots can stay healthy,
they will always be a threat to
hoist the Lombardi trophy once
again
The road to Phoenix and Su-
per Bowl XLII will be a multi-
lane highway as the battle for
Let the trash-talking begin
open
the trophy is somewhat wide
highest level of college
football.
The Blue and Gold hope
snap their 17team game losing
streak which began in 2005,
which is currently the longest
active losing streak at the sec-
ond
The last time the Aggies
made a westcoastroadtrip, they
fell short to Southern Univer-
sity in Las Vegas, Nevada in
2003 under former A&T head
coach George Small.
"We are going there to play
football", Head Coach Lee
Fobbs declared'Monday at a
press conference.
But the team has one focus
for the onlycross countryroad-
trip ofthe season.
A&T is 11-11 against
SWAC opponents. The event
will include other festivites be-
sides football for A&T includ-
ing a luncheon at Universal
Studios.
Prairie View A&M hails
from Texas, and is a current
member ofthe SWAC.
A&T will play Prairie
View A&M for the two teams
first ever meeting, and on the
western part of the United
States for the third time in six
years.
After suffering an emo-
tional loss in Winston Salem
this past weekend, the Aggie
football team hopes to redeem
themselves this Saturday in
Los Angeles, Ca. at the Angel
City Classic.
Rushing Title: Frank Gore
Rookie ofthe Year: Adrian Peterson
Super Bowl Winner: Carolina
League MVP: Tom Brady
Defensive Player of the Year: Julius
Peppers
AFC Championship: San Diego
Chargers vs. New England Pa-
triots
MALCOLM'S PREDICTIONS
Super Bowl XLII: Carolina Panthers
vs. San Diego Chargers
NFC Championship: Carolina Pan-
thers vs. Chicago Bears
A&T struggled passing of-
fensively Saturday in Winston
Salem after turning the ball
over three times in the air and
mounting a low 73 yards.
Although the only touch-
down happened to be a 21-yard
pass to Curtis Walls, the Ag-
gies hope to keep the ball away
OFFENSE
The Aggie defense held
Winston Salem State to a low
96 passing yards. Veteran
safety Marques Ruffin finished
second on the team with seven
tackles while walk-on defen-
sive endKeith Holliday turned
heads in his MEAC debut fin-
Led by fierce all-MEAC
linebacker Andre Thornton (12
tackles vs. WSSU), the defense
managed to force the Rams to
punt seven times which is con-
siderably significant after be-
ing responsible for a low 30
punts in 2006.
DEFENSE
Even though the defense
struggled against the Rams run
heavy offense allowing 303
rushing yards, the team played
a pretty solid four quarters con-
sidering the fiasco underwent
last season to arookie group.
A&T anticipates onrushing
after the mobile quarterback
contemplating and thinking
that he will likely make quick-
er decisions.
Prairie View A&M runs a
spread offense which is built
around quarterback Gibson.
The Panthers were out-
gained in total yardage by
TSU, but the defense is rather
swift, and sacked the quarte-
back five times while forcing
three interceptions.
The Aggies hope to some-
how contain the panthers dual
threat quarterback Chris Gib-
son whorushed and passed for
over 100yards Saturday.
PRAIRIE VIEWA&M
The Panthers are coming off
of a nationally televised vic-
tory this past weekend against
Texas Southern University
whom they man-handled
34-14 at Reliant Stadium in
Houston,Texas.
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DAVID "SPEEDY"ROBINSON may have
played his way into thestarting lineup for
theAggies against PrairieView A&M
ishing third on the team with
five tackles.
A&T's defense expects to
carry on this valiant effort in
Los Angeles.
With Ferguson carrying the
bulk ofthe attempts against the
Rams, the team hopes to get
the ball distributed to the other
tworunning backs respectively
during Saturday's battle.
Veteran running back Mi-
chael Ferguson led theblue and
gold in rushing yards against
Winston Salem State Univer-
sity (16-64 yards), while De-
merick Chancellor rushed for
17yards on three attempts.
So Moore scheduled Division
II Lenoir-Rhyne for Saturday's
home opener. A sellout crowd
is expectedanyway in this town
going bonkers over their Moun-
taineers.
"It's still like I'm dreaming or
something because, we just beat
Michigan!" Edwards said. "I'm
trying to sithere and think about"Show them that just because
"Just having a chip on our
shoulder, going up there know-
ing we can play on their level,
and show them why," said re-
ceiverDexter Jackson, recruited
by Georgia and Clemson but
told he wouldn't play until he
was an upperclassmen.
Armanti, who was recruited
by Clemson and several other
big schools but only to play de-
fensive back, is typical ofcoach
Jerry Moore's team: Small,
quick and unappreciated during
recruiting.
"Hopefully the whole world
knows that just because we're
called Division I-AA doesn't
mean we can't play with the
bigger school," quarterback
Armanti Edwards said during a
first-time, day after news con-
ference that drew about 20 re-
porters and several TV crews.
"The only thing different is that
they were bigger than us. That's
all it was."
And the rest ofthe nation was
trying tofigure outhow somany
speedy players ended up at this
little-known school.
Toilet paper still hung from
trees. Area business congratu-
lated the team on their display
boards. At least two bars were
advertising they were going to
show a replay ofthe game Sun-
day night.
earlier.
Appalachian State studentsand
this mountain town's residents
on Sunday were still basking in
the glory of the Mountaineers'
win over No. 5 Michigan a day
BOONE — The black and
gold T-shirts already on sale
read: "Michigan Who? 34-32."
"What we just did at Michi-
gan, they've got to really, really
bathe in itand enjoy and cherish
the moment," Moore said. "I'm
not about to rob our staff, our
school, our town and particular-
ly these players, to enjoy what
they just did."
Yet, all anyone talked about
in restaurants and convenience
stores Sunday was Michigan.
When you enter this town in
the Blue Ridge Mountains, a
sign greets you announcing the
Mountaineers' consecutive Di-
visionI-AA titles.
you're at that school doesn't
mean we can't play with you."
Mostly because they were con-
sidered too small. And Moore,
in his 19th season, was more
than happy to snatch them up.
"Size is probably our third
factor to look at," said Moore,
whose players come mostly
from the Carolinas, Georgia and
Tennessee.
The win, the first time a Foot-
ball Championship Subdivision
team, formerly I-AA, beat a
team ranked in The Associated
Press Top 25, leftmany wonder-
ing how were the Mountaineers
so fast. Why weren't these play-
ers recruited by the big boys of
college football?
They also had 22 fewer schol-
arships than the Wolverines and
used less than 40 players Satur-
Michigan. The Mountaineers
lost to North Carolina State,
Kansas andLSU by a combined
83-18 the past two seasons.
Appala-
; against
Very few thought
chian State had a chan
run to the Final Four in 2006
"It's a little more difficultfind-
ing 25 or 30 players, when you
count special teams, than it is
finding three (basketball play-
ers)," Moore said. "I think it's a
little more difficult toput a foot-
ball team out there and compete
with the big schools."
While college basketball sees
its share oflower tier Division I
teams beat the top dogs, itrarely
happens in football. There is no
equivalent to George Mason's
Moore has used his fast, quick
offensive and defensive lines
and undersized, speedy receiv-
ers to dominate the second tier
of Division I. The Mountain-
eers have won a nation-best 15
straight games overall and 27
consecutive home games.
"We want good kids that are
tough kids that can run. We feel
we can put weight on them,
make them bigger, make them
stronger."
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Clemens fell to 6-6 with a4.45
ERA in 16starts this season. He
leads all active players with 354
wins, which is also 8th on the
all-time list.
Clemens, who was gone be-
fore the clubhouse opened, was
unavailable to comment.
"For safety sake, we may skip
a turnbut it all depends on what
the tests show," Torre said.
Torre was noncommittal about
whether Clemens would remain
on schedule in the rotation. His
next start would likely be Sun-
day at Kansas City.
"First three innings it was a
manageable situation for him
and then it started to tighten
up," Torre said. "Hopefully it's
just something that needs alittle
rest."
The 45-year-old Clemens, who
allowed five runs and eight hits
in four innings to lose for the
first time since July 28 at Bal-
timore, felt his elbow tighten up
during the game, manager Joe
Torre said.
NEW YORK(AP) — Roger Clem-
ens got banged up by the Seattle
Mariners, and then quickly left
the clubhouse after the Yankees'
7-1 loss on Monday to get an
MRI exam on his balky right
elbow.
"You don't like to single guys
out, but LeBron's performance
today was one of the best ones
in an international game that a
U.S. player has had,"U.S. coach
Mike Krzyzewski said. "He was
big-time today."
James finished the tourna-
ment shooting 76 percent from
the field _ his percentage actu-
ally dropped from 76.5 after he
made 11 of 15 shots. He was 8-
of-11 from 3-point range _ an-
other U.S. record _ and also led
the tournament in that category,
hitting 62 percent.
"I learned that players can
throw their egos and personal
accolades out the window,"
James said. "We came here for
one reason and that was to get
the gold medal."
James and Anthony played on
teams that finished third in the
2004 Olympics and '06 world
championships. The latter disap-
pointment forced the Americans
to play in the qualifying tourna-
ment this summer, but itproved
to be just a minor roadblock.
semifinal games Saturday. But
the Americans didn't let up, re-
maining perfect in fourOlympic
qualifiers, including 7-0 against
Argentina.
The game was largely mean-
ingless, because both teams
had already clinched spots in
the Beijing field by winning
TheAmericans averaged 116.7
points in the tournament.
Dwight Howard made all sev-
en of his shots and scored 20
points, and Anthony added 16
points for the Americans, who
were never challenged while
winning 10 games in 12 days
and will head to Beijing next
summer as one ofthe favorites.
"I'm tiredofbronze," Anthony
said. "I'm speechless right now.
This is my first time ever win-
ning the gold medal."
Then James and Anthony
climbed the podium and were
given gold medals _ a first for
the two players whose interna-
tional careers had consisted of
nothing but bronze.
LAS VEGAS(AP) —LeBron James
scored 31 points, most by an
American player in an Olym-
pic qualifier, and the United
States capped its dominance in
the desert by beating Argentina
118-81 on Sunday to win the
FIBA Americas championship.
Continued from Page 1
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FOOTBALL
2:30 p.m.
They will get a chance to re-
deem themselves against Prairie
View A&M in what will be a
neutral location for both teams
as they travel to Los Angeles,
Ca. to play in the Farmer's An-
gel City Classic. Game time is
Falling to 0-1 on the season,
A&T's football team are tak-
ing things one game at a time
in hopes ofnot repeating the re-
cord ofthe 2006-07 season.
"Everybody else played hard
and kept fighting. I have to step
my game up. Just can't playlike
that."
"I feel like it was a gamethat
they [WSSU] won and I lost,"
said Miller.
Escaping a possible come-
back, the Rams made sure that
the Aggies would have no sec-
ond chances by putting the
game away on the following 80-
yard drive.
Trailing 21-0 in the third
quarter, the Aggie men put
themselves back in the game on
a 21-yard touchdown pass from
Miller to senior wide receiver
Curtis Walls. That would mark
That speed was not exclu-
sive to the defensive side ofthe
ball. WSSU seniorrunning back
Jed Bines proved to be a chal-
lenge for the revamped Aggie
defense, who were without Ole
Miss transfer linebacker Rob-
ert Russell due to a concussion.
Bines consistently bounced it
to the outside on rushing plays
accumulating 125 yards on 16
attempts.
fense seemingly overwhelmed
A&T's squad with their speed
to theball.
"That was on me,"
Walls. "I dropped the ball.'
But on second down, Miller
rolled right and threw a pass in
the end zone that was tipped by
Walls and landed in the chest
of Winston's sophomore strong
safety Reginald Johnson.
said
After another three-and-out,
the offense drove 57 yards on
16 plays down to Winston's 8-
yard line. The Rams defense
was on its heels and A&T fans
cheered frantically as a sense
of hope crept back through the
their veins.
The momentum quickly
turned in favor of the Aggies
as the fans of WSSU watched
helplessly.
the first career touchdown toss
for Miller and the second end-
zone reception for Walls, who
led the team last season in re-
ceptions as well as receiving
yards.
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App State makes history
By MIKE CRANSTON
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Wide receiver Dexter Jackson breaks free for a 68-yard touchdown reception in routeto oneof thebiggest upsets in college football history.
PHOTO BYMCT CAMPUS
day.
However, Moore's team of
players the big schools didn't
want pulled it off.
Safety Corey Lynch, who
blocked Michigan's game-win-
ning field goal attempt on the
final play, didn't get one major
scholarship offer.
"I went to an evangelical
Christian high school," Lynch
said. "So of course I can't play
with the big schools because
I'm from a small school."
The sense of accomplishment
wasapparent all over town Sun-
day. It started at 7:30 a.m. when
a crew picked up the goal post
left in Chancellor Kenneth Pea-
cock's yard by fans a day earlier
and brought it back to the sta-
dium.
It seemed like every otherresi-
dent was wearing some sort of
Appalachian State gear. Two
fans talking at lunch marveled
at how the Mountaineers were
able to beat the taller, heavier
and highly recruited Wolver-
ines.
Despite the outcome, the game
obviously took its toll. There
were many slow-moving play-
ers walking around the field
house Sunday.
"It would be hard for us to go
do that same thing again next
week against, say Ohio State or
LSU or Florida," said Moore.
"Because we don't have the
numbers."
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